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Summary

This book ('The reliance pÍinciple and contractual liability; an inquiry into
the dogÍnatics of contract law') aims to be a contribution to the freld of civil
law and legal theory. lts central theme is the question whether it is possible
to give an alteÍnative foundation of contÍactual liability, given the fact that
rhe so called'reliarce pÍinciple'('Vertrauensprinzip') does not meet the
standards of legal 'Dogmatik' in an appropriate manner. Thus it should be
stressed that this book is not only conceÍned with the role of the reliance
principle as a bÀsis of liability in contemporary law, but also with the
iharacter of (continedal-EuÍopean) civil law itself, hereby presenting a
fundamentally different role for the legal scholar tlan in Anglo-American
law The 9 chaptels of the book can be lead as one elaborated argument on
the deJirsd foundations oi contÍact law

In the introduction it i6 pointed out that in modeln civil law sevêral
problems regarding the formation of conttact (sush as the duty t'o ÍIegotiate in
good faith and the \alue to be attached to unilateÍal promises) heÍve led some
scholars to talk of contract law as a field in crisis. FoÍ a better undeNtanding
of this tendency, chapter I takes as point of depaÍture the philosophical
question what the meaning should be of established rules and other legal
siandards, in view of the well-krcwn fact that it is fo. the judge himself !o
decide which standaÍd to apply to the case. Subsequently it is argued that the
development from'rule'to fact can only be seen in its proper proporÍions

when the role of legal science as a 'Geisteswissenschaft' is taken into

account. Confronted with a 'crisis', legal standards and facts can only be at

stalernate when Rudolf Jhering's 'Unsere Aufgabe' is denied lf one follows
Jhering, one has the continuous task of reforming the civil law

The issuel?ovto reform - which inour theory is nothing but the question

how to treat established rules when confronted with a case - is treated uoder
the heading of'Dogmatik' in chapteÍ ÍL A third way between the primacy of

the rule and the primacy of the principle is examined by írtroducing the

concept of 'leerstuk' (Rechtsinstitution) as a legitimate basis for liability This
'leeÍstuk' contains a systernatically embedded set of cases with corresponcling
rules. Rules are to be defined as standardised conflicts of i erests thaÍ
because of rheir íesemblance with the case hic et nunc presenl Sive a pre-
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sumption of a just decision without in any other way being impeÍative ln this
perception the provisions of a civil code (e.g. tlose ofthe new Dutch Burger
lijk Wetboek) are at their best ,'?cefi, standards as to what is just Conceming
the problem where to find standardised rules, a Dworkinian appÍoach is
taken: they can be found through lhoÍough Íesearch, be it in the 'positive
làw', in the legal systems of other countries or of other times. It is essential
however that - àt least in civil law this approach is only possibl€ thanks
to the presence ofpercnnial instirutions ('leentukken')

In the chapt€rs III and lv the relationship between good faith and reliance
is scrutinised in order to gain a clear insight into tle matter what is exactly to
be considered as the 'factual' element in law Thus we try to discover what
the non-dogmatic pa of contÍact law exactly js. Our main-concern in chapter
III is to point out that the concept of good faith ('TÍeu und Glauben', 'bona
fides') has two functions. Firstly, it can be used to describe the judge's

freedom to decide which standaÍd (Íule or principle) to apply to the case,
s€condly good faith rcfers to a standard of conduct for the paÍties to a
contract. In our dogmatic perception it is of the utmost importance - and this
is supported by aÍguments fÍom Roman and modern Dutch law - that legal
standards and good faith should be seen as complementaly: since the bona
fides only becomes impoltant as a rule of conduc! where a standard is
lacking, one is able to idenlify new standards in a case wheÍe ajudge makes
refeÍence to the principle of good faith. Subsequently, it is argued that the
concept of good faith normally is ÍeÍèrred to in case law tY some sort of
application of the reliance-principle. By this we aim to exPose the reliance
principle as a non-dogmatic tàctor in law.

This raises the qr.reslion (discussed in chaPter IV) whether it is possible to
transform the reliance principle as we know it into a concept that doeJ meet
the requirements of dogmatio standards. AfteÍ a critical survey of several
possible cíiterions within Íeliance ilself(suoh as the intensity ofit, the objecl
on which it is based), a pragmatic reason is given why such a venture is
doomed to fail: it is the moÍal attraction of the principle, combined with its
doubtful dogmatic merits, that have made it possible for the feliance principle
to become a more and more eminent factor in law Thus, as far as dogmatics
are concerned, we aÍe thÍown back to squaÍe one and compelled to find an
alteÍnative basis for contracrual liability.

Chapter V is dedicated to lhis task. First of all we are concerned with the
very essence of ooncepB like 'obligatiol , 'duty of care' and 'righf, which
all turn out to be designed !o describe a vinculum iuris Inspired by Caius'
summa divisio obliSationum, two Possible approaches to the souÍces of
obligations aÍe presented. Unlike lhe traditional aPproach, it is held that in
case of a d€siÍed liability d1a! does not seem to fit into one of the established
sources of obligalions, one should alter tlle aonrert of the various sources of
obligation themselves, /?ot the number ofsources. This approach tbrces us to
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develop a new basis for tortious liability (modelled after a nomative concept
of daÍnage) and a rcstructuration of the general enrichment action and of
negolrorum 8es[lo,

This leaves still open what to do with contmct itself. In tle Íemaining
chapters Vl-lX the foundation of and possible cdterions for contractual
liabilityare scrutinised. lt is submitted that the d iscussion whetler one should
take 'will', 'reliance' or 'promise' as a basis for liability does not
present the true problem since one continues to give preeminênt mêaning to
the parties to the contnct and not to the pedormance (the content of the
contract) lhese paÍties engage in. In our perception it is necessary to look
behind the 'will' or 'reliance' or 'promise' and to see whether therc is a
'good rcason' foÍ contractual liability.

This by itself howeveÍ is not so Íevolutionary One might be tempted to
say that thus the Roman 'causa' oÍ the Anglo-American 'consideration' in its
original sensê is introduced into contemporary contract law However we
come to deènd on hislorical and theoretical grounds that the 'causa can take
over the Íole of the 'will', the 'reliance' and the 'pÍomise' and - more
importantly - that one can connect contract with the concept of enrichment
by stressing that any contÍact should contain some sort of r€ciprocity between
the peÍformances. A.s a criterion the question should be put whetheÍ the
conclusion that a contract exists, would enlail unjustified enÍichment of one
of the parties. Inspired by the so called 'genetic synallagma', as a stardaÍd,
lhe concept of'reciplocal connection' is introduced. Thus one is able to
distinguish between normal and abnoÍmal counterperformance, tle last being
a form of liability in which the reciprocity isjustifred by other than'normal'
factors. In accordance with our dogmatic peÍception, it is thus taken into
account that it may sometimes be more difficult to arrive at the judgment that
there is liability.

In chapters VIII and IX we try to identiry the guiding facto.s for establis-
hing normal and abnormal contractual liability. Account is given of the
signifrcance of autonomy, detriment and written documents for the question
as to whether tlere is any unjustified enrichment. The usefulness of the
distinction between foÍmal and substantive reasoning is emphasized. Finally,
thrêe types of contract are considered. The classic mutual promise (or
executory contlaco is presented as a legal peculia ry: the executed contract
is defended to be the 'real' contÉct to which the parties are bound. The uni-
lateral promise to pedoÍm is closely examined in chapter IX. It tums out that
precontractual liability ard the goveÍnmenCs contractual liability, which are
often seen as special forms of liability, can adequately be placed within this
scheme of thrce possible types of contract.

Finally, in an afterthought, it is stress€d that regardless the merits of orl
argrlment for the proposed concept of contract, contmctual liability should in
any case be placed moÍe firmly in association with the other sources of
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obligation. This is, in our dogmatic perception, tle only possible way to give
effect to the need for 'contractual iustice'.
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